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Module 1

Questions to Consider

The success realization:
__________ are the reason why you are not successful

Your ___________, Your ___________ and Your __________
---> God News! These can al be modified to 
give you greater results.

Every __________ has changed the trajectory of your life

YYour ____________, good or bad, have brought you to the 
place you are now

Email is another ________ and it is stopping many people 
because their atention is constantly being fractured

Being distracted by email is your _______

In this module, we will start looking at a few different success achieving mistakes
common workplace, distractions and two effective action points to increase your focus

- What is stoping you?

- Why are you not at the level of success you want?

- What consistent choices/habits have gotten you to this 
place in life?
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NotesThe statistics:
Everytime we get distracted, it takes upwards of 
20 minutes to get back into that previous focused state 
of flow and focus we were before.
  - University of California Study

A Microsoft study shows that on average we become 
distracted every _____ minutes by email and other alertsdistracted every _____ minutes by email and other alerts

On average we spend _______ hours per day doing email
  - Carleton University

Employees that check email 3 times per day compared 
to others that checked email 15 times perday, reported
lower levels of stress
  - UBC 

Constantly switching between email/social media and Constantly switching between email/social media and 
work, reduces you IQ by up to ______ points!
   - CNN

_______________, the fear of being out of reach of our 
mobile phones! Over 70% of the US, has it!
   - Psychology Today



Action Points Notes

1. Carry a notebook around, keep it next to you when
working and record the amount of times you get
distracted, and what caused the distractions to build
awerness,

2. Weedout notifications - email, alerts and any other 
pop ups on your computer or phone. Based on the data
colected above, start (slowly) colected above, start (slowly) removing any distractions. 
Start by blocking your email and removing your phone 
from your work place.

3. Schedule email time 3X a day. As dumb as it sounds, 
this will increase you focus and reduce stress levels.
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